TEEN ZONE

Fitness and Conditioning Camp

Come undertake a complete fitness workout. Participants in this camp will leave with a knowledge of how to properly strengthen and condition their bodies. Campers are expected to give 100% at all times! Instructor has over 20 years of strength and conditioning training and is a former collegiate athlete at TCU.

**JULY 18-21** • Ages 10-15 • $60
CEU 5300.401, MTWR, 1 PM-3 PM, CCC-Fitness Center

Teen Medical School

Students will learn the ins and outs of various medical professions and gain some hands on experience in the process. Each day, participants will gain a better perspective of what it is like to work as an LVN, pharmacy technician, phlebotomist, medical assistant and a surgical technician. By the end, students will have thorough understanding of what a day in the field of medicine is like. Instruction will be provided by professionals in the field with years of experience. Don’t miss this opportunity!

**JULY 25-28** • Ages 15-18 • $60
CEU 5060.401, MTWR, 2 PM-4 PM, CCC Fitness Center

Sci-ENGEERING

Science Wonders Camps

Little scientists will discover the exciting world of science through exploration, activities, and experiments. This camp emphasizes investigation, creativity, and discovery through hands-on learning and participation. Campers will learn about many exciting subjects related to science; including animals, plants, matter, and gravity!

**JULY 11-14** • Ages 4.7 • $75
CEU 5277.401, MTWR, 8 AM-12 PM, CCC-405

**JULY 18-21** • Ages 4.7 • $75
CEU 5277.402, MTWR, 8 AM-12 PM, CCC-405

**JULY 25-28** • Ages 8 and up • $75
CEU 5277.403, MTWR, 8 AM-12 PM, CCC-405

Arts and LEISURE

ARTS LEISURE

Camps held at Whispers of Hope Horse Farm.
Camps will learn everything they need to know to become a cowboy or cowgirl. Each camper will learn to feed, water, and clean a horse; the anatomy of a horse; tack: haltering and saddling and riding with a one-on-one riding lesson. It is a once in a lifetime opportunity to become a cowboy/cowgirl in four days.

**JULY 5-8** • Ages 6-9 • $50
CEU 5338.401, TWRF, 8:15 AM-12 PM

**JULY 12-15** • Ages 10 and up • $50
CEU 5338.402, TWRF, 8:15 AM-12 PM

Learn to Swim

Get ready for the water! Kids will learn basic swim techniques and safety in swim camp this summer. Our welcoming indoor aquatic area provides the perfect intimate environment for children to learn what they need to know about being in the pool.

**JULY 11-14** • Ages 4 and up • $45
CEU 5904.401, MTWR, 2 PM-4 PM, CCC-Fitness Center

Cheer Camp

Cheers, chants, and dance are just some of the things your child will learn in this upbeat and energetic camp. Our cheer/dance camp will enable little ones to develop coordination and rhythm skills while developing their creative imagination.

**JULY 11-14** • Ages 4.6 • $45
CEU 5904.401, MTWR, 12 PM-2 PM, CCC-Fitness Center

**JULY 18-21** • Ages 7 and up • $45
CEU 5905.402, MTWR, 11 AM-1 PM, CCC-Fitness Center

POLICE ACADEMY CAMP

This camp is designed to introduce students to the profession of law enforcement. Students will learn police techniques through information from experienced investigators and police officers. Possible topics include: detective work and drug enforcement.

**JULY 25-28** • Ages 10 and up • $70
CEU 5525.401, MTWR, 8 AM-12 PM, CCC-609

Survival Tactics Camp

Wrapped in games and adventure, unique challenges await you. During survival situations, the four basic needs become shelter, water, fire, and food. By introducing basic techniques, your child will learn how to purify water, signal for help, search for edible food, set up shelter, learn Army chants, plus much, much more! Team Survival games will keep the training light and fun! Designed for children 8-12, this class is essential for kids who like to work and play rough! Enlist now before it’s too late!

**AUGUST 1-4** • Ages 8-12 • $100
CEU 5277.401, MTWR, 2 PM-4 PM, CCC-405

Vernon College Kids College Refund Policy:

If a camp class does not have enough students enrolled, a refund will be given. If a drop is made prior to the beginning of the camp/class, a refund will be given less a $5.00 fee. Once the camp/class begins, there is no refund for students who are unable to attend. Your signature acknowledges you understand the refund policy of Vernon College and that no refund will be given.

Vernon College Photography/Public Release:

I hereby waive and release Vernon College and its instructors and personnel agents from any liability. I fully understand that due to the nature of these educational classes or experiences and the potential for personal injury, I acknowledge and accept that fact and release all of the above from any and all liability.

Signature (Parent of guardian signature required if a minor)
SCIENCE
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Talking with your Hands: Kids Sign Language

This innovative sign language class is for kids to learn the basics of sign language. By the end of the week, children will be able to communicate by signing! Open your child’s door to a new way of communication with fun and interactive activities.

**JULY 11-14 • Ages 8 and up • $45**
CEU 5036.402, MTWR, 2 PM-4 PM, CCC 609

**JULY 18-21 • Ages 4-7 • $45**
CEU 5036.401, MTWR, 9 AM-11 AM, CCC 609

Kids in the Kitchen

Kids in the Kitchen will be a wonderful opportunity for kids to learn many fun recipes. Kids will be preparing fun and delicious meals they can make at home. Everything from snacks, meals and desserts will be taught in this class. Bon appetit! (Please note this class is taught at the Culinary Academy in Burkburnett, TX)

**JULY 11-14 • Ages 8 and up • $75**
CEU 5536.401, MTWR, 10 AM-1 PM, BURK-CA301

**JULY 18-21 • Ages 8 and up • $75**
CEU 5536.402, MTWR, 10 AM-1 PM, BURK-CA301

Kreative Kids Art Camp

You can be an artist today! This camp is designed for the ever growing artist! Children will interactively learn to draw, paint and sculpt to create a masterpiece of their own. Join in with your imagination and come prepared to create projects to showcase in your own home!

**JULY 18-21 • Ages 8 and up • $75**
CEU 5046.401, MTWR, 1 PM-4 PM, CCC-Fitness Center

**JULY 25-28 • Ages 8 and up • $75**
CEU 5046.402, MTWR, 1 PM-4 PM, CCC-Fitness Center

**Storytime Adventures**

Storytime Adventures will be an awesome addition to your child’s summer at Kids College. Children will enjoy listening to a fun story and then make a creative craft that goes along with the story of the day.

**JULY 25-28 • Ages 4-7 • $45**
CEU $100.401, MTWR, 10 AM-12 PM, CCC-Fitness Center

**Lego Logo**

Lego Logo brings young technicians into a creative, engineering environment. Not found in stores, the special Lego Logo kits provide extraordinary opportunities for the hands-on construction. Under the guidance of a certified educator, along with detailed technical plans to follow, the participant will build robots, race cars, four-by-four trucks, cranes, pulleys, levers, and more during this energized week of discovery with Lego! Motivated by fun, creativity, and success, the young builder will expand knowledge of math, science, and technology in an exploratory hands-on cooperative environment.

**AUGUST 1-4 • Ages 8-12 • $100**
CEU 5225.401, MTWR, 9 AM-11 AM, CCC-605

**Lego Expert**

Come and exercise your Lego skills here in ways you haven’t done before! The unique collection of Lego kits will captivate young minds. Careful guidance from the teacher will allow students to flourish with ideas and overcome obstacles. Individual and team projects will provide opportunities for your child to expand their creativity and social skills as they work toward common goals. This class will surely inspire all Lego enthusiasts!

**AUGUST 1-4 • Ages 8-12 • $100**
CEU 5225.401, MTWR, 9 AM-11 AM, CCC-605

**Lego Mania**

No builder can say “Lego my Lego!” when engaged in the creative activities of LEGO MANIA! “Zillions” of pieces ensure that there is always enough for everyone! This innovative program for Lego buffs provides opportunities for imagination and hands-on learning under the guidance of a certified educator. Over 15 new games, projects and activities not found in stores will be planned and manipulated. Enrichment in the areas of personal creativity, following instructions, eye-hand coordination, problem solving, critical thinking and learning will be experienced as the child has the opportunity to construct dinosaurs, rockets, castles, airplanes, forts, cars, and much more.

**AUGUST 1-4 • Ages 4-7 • $100**
CEU 5221.401, MTWR, 11:30 AM-1:30 PM, CCC-605

**Lego Designer**

Come and exercise your Lego skills here in ways you haven’t done before! The unique collection of Lego kits will captivate young minds. Careful guidance from the teacher will allow students to flourish with ideas and overcome obstacles. Individual and team projects will provide opportunities for your child to expand their creativity and social skills as they work toward common goals. This class will surely inspire all Lego enthusiasts!

**AUGUST 1-4 • Ages 4-7 • $100**
CEU 5226.401, MTWR, 11:30 AM-1:30 PM, CCC-605

For More Information Contact Us:

Vernon College
WWW.VERNONCOLLEGE.EDU
940.696.8752 ext. 3213
Century City Center
4105 Maplewood • Wichita Falls, Texas 76308